Disney Princess Joke Book (Disney Princess) (A Stepping Stone Book(TM))
Knock, knock. Who’s there? A brand-new joke book featuring the Disney princesses! With over 100 jokes and humorous illustrations of Cinderella, Ariel, Belle, Tiana, Rapunzel, Jasmine, and Merida, this 64-page paperback joke book is truly pun-of-a-kind!
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Customer Reviews

My kids love reading joke books, and this Disney princess joke book was a great Easter surprise for my daughter! It’s filled with funny jokes that keep her laughing and they definitely won her over with the use of bright and colorful images that help keep her attention. I was very pleased with the quality of this book, and would absolutely recommend it to any of my friends and family who have kids!

Super-cute jokes that are centered around Disney characters/movies. My 6 1/2 year old loves them. Just the perfect size to tote around in her little bag. She loves reading and has a great sense of humor do this was the perfect present!

This is cute, some of them are pretty corny but some are quite clever.